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Introduction

It was soon recognized after X-rays discovery that the
exposure to large doses of ionizing radiation can produce
deleterious effects on the human body.

The patient during examination or therapy receives
an exactly determined dose and both the applied
radionuclide and its activity are known. However,
limitation of radiation risk, in relation to the personnel,
of X-ray, radioisotope laboratories and nuclear medicine
departments assumes that the maximal permissible dose
will not be exceeded. The exposure to ionizing radiation
must be at the lowest possible level. Sometimes during
direct contact with radiation sources the hands of the
personnel are most exposed to radiation [4, 6, 7, 10, 14].

Postirradiation damage as a result of γ-radiation
depends on the applied doses and the quality of
radiation and partially depends on the region of the
irradiated skin (places where skin adheres to bone and
places with many perspiratory glands are most sensitive)
[5]. Repeated irradiation, even with small doses, may
induce heavy inflammatory reaction and trophic
disturbances as a result of accumulated energy in the
skin [2, 5].

For this reason, measurements of the absorbed dose
are very important. Thermoluminescence dosimeters
(TL) have been used for several years in dose rate
measurements. TLD have unique features that make
them useful in clinical dosimetry. Due to its high
sensitivity for gamma radiation, tissue equivalence, low
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Abstract  The paper presents the construction of a hand phantom and its usefulness for radiological measurements.
Situations when the hand is exposed to ionizing radiation stimulated the invention of this phantom. An extremity
dosimeter was placed on the middle finger of the phantom. All measured doses are relative. The doses were compared
with the dose from the extremity dosimeter. The aim of this paper was not to show values of the measured doses in legal
units but the authors wanted to show the difference between the dose received by the extremity dosimeter and the doses
measured on the inside of the hand phantom. High-sensitive LiF:Mg,Cu,P thermoluminescence detectors were used
for the measurements because of their small size and close tissue equivalence. The hand phantom makes it possible to
acquire the dose distribution on the inside of the hand. The authors suggested the calculation of the coefficients: the
average hand phantom coefficient CHPhAV

 and the maximum hand coefficient CHPhmax
 from phantom measurements.

The extremity dosimeter dose estimates according to the recommended coefficients allowed to obtain more reliable
values.
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background, suitable energy dependence and long-term
stability, the best material appears to be the LiF:Mg,Cu,P
dosimeter. Its sensitivity is by 20 to 50 times higher than
that of the LiF:Mg,Ti dosimeter and this is one of its
most attractive features. The TLD dosimeter is a passive
detector type because neither cables nor high voltage
are required. Thus it is useful for personnel dosimetry,
moreover it is essential for a variety of application in
medicine. The most important application are in vivo
dosimetry and measurements in anthropomorphic
phantoms. It is the best detector for the assessment
of skin dose, which is often difficult to predict [1, 11,
13, 16].

In diagnostic procedures, anthropomorphic phantoms
can be used to relate operational quantities such as
exposure or dose-area product to the absorbed dose in
organs [8].

The aim of this paper was to show the dose distribu-
tion to the hand in simulated situations when the hand
was exposed to irradiation and the difference between
the dose from an extremity dosimeter and the doses
measured on the inside of the hand. For this purpose,
the hand phantom was constructed.

Experimental

The experiment consisted of three parts. The hand
phantom was designed and constructed. Than using
the phantom several radiological situations were simu-
lated. Finally, the dose distributions graphs were
calculated on the basis of the measurements related to
the extremity dosimeter value.

The hand phantom construction

The hand phantom was designed and constructed to
measure dose distribution to the hand (Fig. 1). It was
constructed on the basis of the average female student
hands.

The phantom was made of lucite (polymethyl metha-
crylate) with a density of 1180 kg/m3. Lucite is a standard
material for radiological phantoms. It contained no
metal elements. The phantom reflected the palm, five
fingers. The manual possibilities of the hand were
reconstructed by plastic hinges. Four fingers were made
of three phalanxes connected by hinges. The thumb was
constructed of two phalanxes like the real hand. All
fingers were connected with the palm by hinges, too.
The hand phantom thickness was 1.5 cm.

21 hollows were made for TL detectors giving the
possibility to measure dose distribution. The picture of
the hand phantom, its dimensions and localization
of TL detectors were presented in Fig. 1.

Method of TL measurements

The highly sensitive LiF:Mg,Cu,P thermoluminescence
detectors made by the TLD POLAND, Cracow (trade
name MCP-N type) were used in the experiment. The
TL chips were 4.5-mm in diameter and 0.9 mm in

thickness. They have been applied because of their small
size and close tissue equivalence. The properties of
MCP-N detectors and their application in practical
measurements of doses in clinical measurements were
described in [7].

All TL detectors were marked by symbols F01-F21.
During the experiment, the detectors with exact
numbers were placed exactly in the same place (Fig. 1).
The detectors were individually calibrated at the Institute
of Nuclear Physics (INP) in Kraków in the accredited
calibration laboratory in terms of air kerma free-in-air
by applying a reference 1 mGy gamma ray dose from
a 137Cs source. The detectors were subjected to
calibration procedure in the hand phantom and in the
extremity dosimeter, too. Every time before exposure
to radiation all the detectors were annealed at 240°C in
air for 10 min, next they were fast cooled on an iron
block. After irradiation, the thermoluminescence
spectra were taken by the use of a TL Ra-94 reader
(MikroLab, Cracow, Poland). During the readout, the
temperature was linear increasing with a 4°C/s gradient
over the range 50−225°C. The GCANEW glow curve-
analyzing program written by J. M. Gomez Ros and
A. Delgado was used to calculate individual glow peak
parameters [1]. This program determines the positions
of peaks, areas under these peaks, corresponding energy
and temperature. In analysis, the areas under the 5th
peak were taken into consideration because of the most
thermodynamic stability and the most sensitivity for
ionizing radiation [3, 12].

Radiological measurements

The aim of the experiment was to measure the doses
and their distribution to the hand in situations when
the hand was exposed to radiation. During the exami-

Fig. 1. Hand phantom dimensions and localization of the TL
detectors on the hand phantom.
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nations, the most frequent situations when the medical
personnel is exposed to ionizing radiation were simu-
lated with the use of the hand phantom. Besides, the
extremity dosimeter was applied and placed on the middle
finger where it is usually worn in radiation protection
measurements [7, 17].

The hand phantom was tested with two typical lead
containers made in POLON which are used to transport
of radionuclides in radiological laboratories [15]. The
Co-60 source was placed inside the container and the
hand phantom with the thermoluminescence detectors
and the extremity dosimeter was placed on the handle
of container. This is shown in Fig. 2a.

A situation when a radioisotope is administered
intravenously to the patient was also simulated. To this
end, the Co-60 source was inserted in a syringe and then
the syringe was placed in the hand phantom. Fingers
of the hand phantom were arranged like in the real hand
holding the syringe as presented in Fig. 2b.

Another simulated situation was the insertion of the
radioactivity source in to tweezers. The tweezers were
placed in the hand phantom and the Co-60 source
were caught by them as presented in Fig. 2c.

The Co-60 source was applied in all simulated
situations to simplify the discussion about measure-
ments results.

Result and discussion

The radiation doses were applied to 21 measurement
points placed inside of the hand phantom and the dose
measured by the extremity dosimeter for all simulated
situations. The dose distribution on the hand phantom
was compared with the dose from the extremity dosi-
meter that latter showing the dose only in one point
outside of the hand. To show the results of experiment
(strength of dose) the co-ordinates were assigned to all

Fig. 2. Radiological situations simulated in the experiment: a − the hand phantom on the handle of lead container; b −
a syringe in the hand phantom; c − tweezers with the Co-60 source in the hand phantom.

a

b
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Fig. 3. The dose distribution to the hand phantom in radiological situations: a − transport of the Co-60 source in a lead
container type L-20; b − transport of the Co-60 source in a lead container type L-35; c − a syringe with the C-60 source in the
hand phantom; d − transport of the Co-60 source in tweezers.

a b

c d
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detectors. The doses were normalised to the extremity
dosimeter dose. All values from the hand phantom were
converted to the proportional dose from the extremity
dosimeter in the following formula:

where: D [%] − proportional dose; DHPh [Gy] − dose
value registered by the dosimeter in the hand phantom;
DEXD [Gy] − dose value registered by the extremity
dosimeter.

On the basis of these values in all measurement
points the dose distribution graphs were made using
Surfer Program Version 6.01 (Surface Mapping System
Copyright   1993-95, Golden Software, Inc.). Surfer is
a grid based contour program. Gridding is the process
of using original data points (observations) to generate
calculated data points on a regularly spaced grid. Inter-
polation schemes estimate the value of the surface at
locations where no original data exists, based on the
known data values (observations). Surfer then uses
the grid to generate the contour map or surface plot.
The “Kriging” method was used in gridding process.
“Kriging” is the default gridding method because it
generates the best overall interpretation of most data
sets. This method uses a variogram to express the spatial
variation, it also minimizes the error of predicted values
which are estimated by spatial distribution of the
predicted values. Graphs for all situations were pre-
sented in Fig. 3a−d.

When the Co-60 source was in the lead containers
no detector in the hand phantom showed a dose higher
than the extremity dosimeter. It is necessary to notice
that in this case the extremity dosimeter was closer
to the radiation source and it was most open to ionizing
radiation.

While the syringe with the Co-60 source was in the
hand phantom no dosimeter on the phantom showed
a dose lower than the extremity dosimeter. The average
dose registered by the dosimeters in the hand phantom
was 165.1% of the extremity dosimeter dose.

In the experiment with the Co-60 source in the
tweezers nine dosimeters showed lower doses than
the extremity dosimeter, but twelve dosimeters showed
higher doses. The average dose registered by the dosi-

meters in the hand phantom was 136.9% of the extremity
dosimeter dose.

It is needful to remember that there may be places
on the hand receiving a higher dose than shown by the
extremity dosimeter. If the situation is regular recurring
the permissible dose in this places may be exceed.

The application of two coefficients was suggested
which enable to get more reliable information from the
extremity dosimeter measurement.

The first coefficient is the average hand phantom
coefficient CHPhAV

 in the following formula:

where: CHPhAV
 − average hand phantom coefficient;

N − quantity of dosimeters in the hand phantom; Di −
dose value from the ith dosimeter, DEXD − dose value
from the extremity dosimeter.

Another coefficient is the maximum hand phantom
coefficient CHPhmax

 in the following formula:

where: CHPhmax
 − maximum hand phantom coefficient;

Dimax
 − maximum dose value from the hand phantom

dosimeter; DEXD − dose value from extremity dosimeter.
According to these formulas, both coefficients were

estimated and their values were included in Table 1.

Conclusion

The hand phantom makes it possible measurements of
dose distribution in various radiological situations. The
experiment showed that the standard method using
the extremity dosimeter sometimes is not sufficient in
radiological protection. It is necessary to remember that
in some situations the extremity dosimeter may show
the dose a few times lower than in some places inside
of the hand.

Modern nuclear medicine is conducive to the use of
new radiopharmaceutical preparations in diagnostics

Table 1. Results of the experiments with the hand phantom

Transport of Co-60 Transport of Co-60 Syringe with the Transport of Co-60
source in lead source in lead Co-60 in the hand source in tweezers

container type L-20 container type L-35

The average dose      58.3%      52.2%    165.1% 136.9%

Values below the extremity 100% 100%     0%   57.1%
    dosimeter dose

Values above the extremity     0%     0% 100%    42.9%
    dosimeter dose

The average hand phantom 0.6 0.5 1.7 1.4
    coefficient CHPhAV

The maximum hand phantom 0.9 0.8 3.3 3.8
    coefficient CHPhmax
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and therapy [9]. The present authors suggest the
application of the hand phantom to measure the dose
distribution in new radiological situations with new types
of radioactive sources or in new radiological procedures.
These measurements will enable to estimate values of
the proposed coefficients: CHPhAV

 and CHPhmax
 for specific

radiological situations. The reliable value of the dose
may be calculated by multiplying these coefficients by
the extremity dosimeter dose.
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